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PREFACE
By M. E. SADLER, Esq.

TO-DAY
Serbia in exile celebrates the epic struggle of

the confederacy of the Southern Slavs. What the

memory of Flodden is to the heart of the Scot, the

more remote but vividly remembered agony of Kossovo is

to the heart of the Serbian and of the brothers of his race.

At Flodden and at Kossovo calamity was transfigured by

courage. Heroic deaths sealed the spiritual unity of the

nation. Everyone who has been admitted to the hospitality
of a Serbian home knows that, in the long perspective of

its family life, the present glows with memories of the

past and shines with hope reflected from a still unachieved
future. It is to-day permitted to Great Britain to enter into

those memories and to share the hope that, after more than
five centuries of waiting, the Southern Slavs may enter into

the heritage of their true kingdom. Just as Belgium, free

and honoured, will be a bridge between Central and
Western Europe in the future intercourses of peace, so may
the kingdom of the Southern Slavs, freed from the invader
and at length united, be a bridge between Western Europe
and the nearer East. Never in her many-chaptered history
has Serbia remembered Kossovo in more bitter need than

to-day or with a more unconquerable faith. As far off in

point of time to them as Wat Tyler and Wyclif are to us,
the chivalrous Milos Obilic and the fallen prince Knez
Lazar live in every Serbian heart. And one of the greatest
of sculptors, Ivan Mestrovic, whom we have welcomed
and honoured in Leeds, has created a masterpiece in com-
memoration of the glory of the battle in which they met
their death. We greet to-night our guests with the hope
that the dawn of the victory of the Southern Slavs is at

hand.

They and we are fighting against the same enemy, an
evil doctrine of the use of power. The Bulgarian Govern-
ment organ, the

" Narodni Prava," wrote a short time ago:"
Especially in regard to the future of our real enemy,

Serbia, our diplomats will have to be circumspect and inexor-



able. They will have to lay aside all sentiment, all human
consideration and feeling. Serbia, which from the beginning
of its independent existence has been a breeding place of

dissension and strife, must be wiped off the face of the

earth. It is the bounden duty of our diplomats to take to

heart Bismarck's motto: 'No generosity at the conclusion

of peace.'
"

The supreme purpose of Great Britain and her Allies

in this war should be to prove decisively that statecraft

of this colour draws its venom from a false doctrine, and
cannot prevail, even with its own chosen weapons, against
the power of human brotherhood, of generosity, and of

forgiveness.



KOSSOVO AND THE UNITY OF
THE NATION.

KOSSOVO
a mysterious charm, a vision

; thoughts
about the past and hopes that the nation has a

historic mission are alive in every man of our race.

What says that sacred word to us? KOSSOVO is the past,
the present, and the future of the nation. It is the dream
of the shepherd, the political ideal of the unquiet student

and the intellectual, the action of the man. KOSSOVO is

more than a battle it is a programme, a political ideal ;

it is the state of the morrow; it speaks of resurrection and
national happiness.

A poet should speak to you from this place, not a

lawyer like myself. But KOSSOVO is not only a subject
for the aesthete, it has also much to do with modern

politics.

The jewels of our national poetry are in connection

with this battle. The soul of the national singers made the

KOSSOVO battle the source of the finest national poems.
The traditions of the people consecrated the name of

KOSSOVO. The heroic, the mystic and the political move-
ment have been concentrated in the one word KOSSOVO.

But the year in which Serbia is the most unlucky

country in the world is the best, the fittest, occasion "in

which to remember KOSSOVO. Serbia in her awful distress

does not see in her disaster her final political catastrophe.
Serbia is still cheerful, hoping that she will perform her

historical mission. The defeat is the starting point for

future resurrection.

That was so after the first KOSSOVO. How alike they
are ! Car Lazar in the fourteenth century and the rulers

of to-day. What is the national song about KOSSOVO

7
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telling us? The Mother of God sent a falcon to Car
Lazar with the message :

"
Lazarus, Prince of a race that I love,

Which empire choosest thou?
That of the heaven above
Or that of the earth below?
If thou choose thee an earthly realm,
Saddle horse, belt, spur and away !

Warriors, bind ye both sabre and helm

Atjd rush on the Turks, and they

Wjth their army whole shall perish.

But, if rather a heavenly crown thou cherish,
At Kossovo build ye a temple fair,

There no foundations of marble lay,
But only silk of the scarlet dye.

For then of certainty know
Ye shall utterly perish, both thou
And thine army all

;
and the Turk shall be

Lord of the land that is under thee."

With unrivalled mastership the nation-poet expresses
in these verses one of the most tragic conflicts which could

disturb the heart of men. Here are two empires, the

empire of heaven and of earth. The second means the

facile accomplishment of aims, the satiating of low

ambitions, the policy which embraces only the sorrows and
necessities of the day, but not the ideals of to-morrow. If

King Lazar will choose the Empire of earth he will win
the battle, but his nation will find the doors of heaven

closed, the national ideal will not be realised. There will

be no sacrifices, no pain, but philistine joy and pleasure.
And Car Lazar is contemplating what he has to do.

' His thoughts were as long and as sharp as swords.
' God of my fathers, what shall I choose?
If a heavenly empire, then must I lose

All that is dearest to me upon earth ;

But if that the heavenly here I refuse

What then is the earthly worth?
It is but a day
It passeth away,
And the glory of earth full soon is o'er,
And the glory of God is more and more.'"
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What was the empire of heaven? A cup of sorrow,
death, reverse, defeat and humiliation

;
but beyond the

Golgotha of the nation appeared the daybreak of a great
future, of a time when the nation would be united and

free, prosperous, and increasing the treasures of Western
civilisation in the spirit of civic freedom and progressive
democracy. I think the essential of political philosophy,
the foundation of a real policy was always and will be

always political altruism for the sake of the coming genera-
tion, the work done, not for to-day, but for the eternally

rejuvenating nation of the future. And the choice of Car
Lazar was not to rule over his own generation, but to make
a sacrifice for future generations, for the holy dream of a

nation.

And now we shall recall the politics of the great
war. In our days it was given to the Car Lazar of

our time to choose between the empire of earth and of

heaven. Are you sure that in the ante-chambers of the

rulers of Serbia there did not sit the emissaries of the

devil, of the empire of the earth, thinking with what

promises to seduce this people? And there have been
terrible days, heavy as lead for the rulers, when invasion

was threatening this country with ruin. And the seducer

had had many arguments.
" We will not touch your realm;

you will be in the council of our crown
; your people will

be satisfied to plough again with his patient oxen the

fertile fields of the Macva and Morava; to your scholars we
will give employment and pleasures in the great merry
cities of the Danube. But there is a condition. You should
no longer adore this old-fashioned woman who is called

Liberty ;
we have other saints discipline, obedience,

Byzantinism.

" And principally you must look to the gallows which
we erected for eight millions of your brothers in the country
where we are the masters : you must not pity the people
whom we torment in our black and yellow painted prisons.
You want no more ideals, no more liberty, but the empire
of the earth." That was the voice of the tempter. But
the rulers chose the destruction of a country, the road to

Albania and the Adriatic, through wild, snowy mountains,
and in the midst of a cold winter

; they chose exile,

poverty, and death. In faithful loyalty and fidelity they
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chose the Empire of Heaven. That is national resurrection

national unity.

Now back to the past. Who are the Southern Slavs,
the Jugoslavs (the common expression for Serbians,
Croatians and Slovenes)? From whence came they in the

dark middle ages of their country of to-day? Who called

them ?

The Greek emperor, Heraklios, wanted brave soldiers,

and there, beyond the Carpathians in Red Russia lived, at

the beginning of the seventh century, Slavonic warriors

who wanted to see the country in the South. And on the

invitation of the Greek emperor, warriors Serbian, Croatian

and Slovene tribes moved to the south, to the Adriatic.

Heraklios wanted fighters against the Avars and to drive

them away from Dalmatia and Pannonia. For their

military deeds they had to be granted land in a new

country. In 634 Croatians are reported to have been

settled in their country of to-day. The Slovenes had

already conquered the North-West from the Alps, the

Tyrol frontier of to-day, to the Gulf of Trieste. The
Serbians occupied the countries South and East of the

Croatians. We must not be so mistaken as to believe that

these names have been used in the sense of to-day. Until

the fifteenth century Serbia is known in Europe as

Sclavonia. In the eleventh century the King of Croatia is
" Sclavonum Rex," the ban of Croatia is

" banus Scla-

voniae," the Diet of Croatia is called
"

generalis con-

gregatio nobilium regni Sclavoniae.
"

The Venetians nominate in their records the King of

Serbia,
'

Imperator Sclavoniae." The expressions," Croatian
" and "

Serbian "
are used in the various

political organisations; above them is the Sclavonic nation,
what we should to-day call the Jugoslav nation. In

the west of Europe between the thirteenth and fifteenth

centuries Sclavonia is
" the common name for all Serbo-

Croatian territories from Serbia to the River Bojana," says
Konstantin Jirecek in his

"
State and Society in Mediaeval

Serbia." Therefore we see that the Jugoslav name which
we use to-day has its historical justification. When the

sun of our nation sunk after the final defeat in the struggle

against the Turk, the common name disappeared, but

re-appeared in all great moments of our evolution.
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There have been in the times which we have specially
to consider three Jugoslav state creations Serbia,

Bosnia, and Croatia. That is the glorious reign of Dusan,
who was crowned as Emperor at Skoplje, 1346. Two-
thirds of the Balkans formed the Serbian Empire. The
borders were in the East of Serres and Drama, next

Cavalla. One entered Serbian territory when leaving
Salonica and going to the north. The rulers of Serbia had
not a permanent residence : their court was in famous
monasteries like Studenica or Zica, and they ruled the

country from a provisory capital as Pristina, Skoplje,

Serres, Prilep, Skadar. The kings, latterly emperors,
were not absolute rulers. They legislated with the approval
of the Parliament in which the Zupani, the highest officials,

the chiefs of the army, and the higher clergy, had seat

and voice. The old countries of Serbia were called

Zupanije, and the head of these was the Zupan. The

Zupanije enjoyed a large self-government. Their meetings
were a democratic congregation of all free men. But as

soon as Serbia conquered the South-East, where the central

traditions of Byzantinism are alive, the government
endeavoured to centralise on Byzantine pattern, and reduced

the self-government of the countries.

Serbia was late in becoming a state with a strong
aristocracy. The nobility was not before the twelfth

century a significant factor of state life. The nobility was
divided into the high aristocracy of the Velmozi and the

low nobility of the Vojini, soldiers, and zlastilicici.

Serbia was an agricultural country in the middle

ages. In the Serbian towns, especially in those of the

coast, were strong Romans, and in the South-East
Greeks. But Serbia was already in these mediaeval times
the ideal country of the small land owner. Serbia never
knew the curse of latifundia, and for Serbia did not
exist the sentence:

"
Latifundia perdidere Serbiam."

In the fourteenth century Serbia was known as a
rich country. A French archbishop describes (1332) Serbia
as a real treasure (unum jocale), abundant in corn and
meat. The words of that Frenchman are:

"
In Serbia is

all that grows good and choice, especially in the Coast-
land." There were succulent mountain pasturages, stock-

farming, bee-keeping, silk industry, vineyards, fruits,
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olives, figs, pomegranates, almonds, citrons, oranges. The
mines produced gold, silver, copper, iron. Venetian

travellers called the mines of Kopaonik: "la montagna
dell'argento.

"

Serbia of those day;> was a maritime state. She

possessed the sea-coast from the mouth of the Nerctva to

the mouth of the Drin in Albania, the length of which can

be nearly compared with the length of the famous outlet

to the sea promised from the Allies to Serbia after the

victory. Mediaeval Serbia had not only a developed
merchant navy, but also a war navy in the Adriatic. The
Adriatic was alive under Emperor Dusan with Serbian

and Croatian battleships, each with a crew of many hundred
men. But the maritime commerce of Serbia was also

important. Serbia exported horses and cattle to Italy,

leather, wool, cheese, expensive furs, honey, fish, timber

and stone for building.

Serbians have been fine warriors always, well disci-

plined, and mediaeval Serbia had an excellent army.

Car Dusan collected the law of the country, and the

code of Serbian law, public and private, bore his name.
Old Serbian law had an occidental character it is akin to

the law of Bohemia, Poland and Hungary, not the law of

Byzantine. This fact proves clearly that Serbia was already
in the middle ages an outpost of occidentalism, the true

Kuropean guard in the Balkans. In this state the difference

between the classes is not great. The peasant can accuse

before the judge, the nobleman, the church officials, the

Cariza, and even the Car. There are not hereditary exclu-

sive classes, and caste and feudalism became strong just
before the fall.

Which have been the reasons of home and foreign

policy that caused Serbia's collapse? The large Empire,
though nationally homogenous was not a well-united body.
There was centralisation, but no strong government. The
artificial spirit of Byzantium rooted out self-government.
The centralisation was nominal, but in fact the various

despots held a considerable part of the central power.
There, perhaps, the sense for methodical political organisa-
tion was not strong enough ; it did not permit the full

evolution of the splendid national gifts.
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But for the principal reasons of the fall we must
search the course of foreign policy. Serbia, allied with her

Bosnian and Croatian brethren, alone stood the test. The
ruler of Bulgaria was already the liege of the Turk. From
the West came no help. In vain the people tried to affect

the conscience of the leaders of the European civilisation

of those days. The German Empire, in its monstrous

torpitude, in its political stiffness,, paid attention only to the

internal quarrels between the numberless German states,

and was totally incapable of a great conception of foreign

policy. What calamities, what sufferings of entire nations

had been avoided, if Germany had arrested the impetus of

the Turkish armies in those days !

But Car Lazar, the Serbian ruler, had faithful allies

of Southern Slav origin, King Stephen Tvrtko of Bosnia,
and the Ban of Croatia, Ban Horvat, John the Croatian.

King Tvrtko had the chance to establish in Bosnia a

strong commonwealth. We are not accustomed to find

in mediaeval history allusions to the struggle of the day.

English and French mediaeval history is with regard to the

political conceptions of the allies of to-day rather a
ticklish subject. But it is otherwise with Southern Slav

history. The emancipation from German influence is the

great aim of Tvrtko. Tvrtko is the rival of Sigismund,
the Duke of Brandenburg, latterly German Emperor. He
will take away from Sigismund 's rule the Southern Slav
countries in the North-West, especially Croatia and
Dalmatia. His political conception is thoroughly anti-

German. King Tvrtko strives for the independence of

Sclavonia, the Southern Slav countries. Sigismund, the

executioner of John Hus, had other intentions. He will

subjugate Croatia, Bosnia, Dalmatia, Serbia, under the

rule of the German Empire, and he succeeds.

Tvrkto does not have to stand the test alone. His

loyal friend is the Croatian, Ban John Horvat, no less than

Tvrtko, the implacable foe of German domination. The
life of John Horvat is a proof of Croatian fidelity. He is a

partisan of Charles of Durazzo, he fights with him bravely
for the Kingdom of Naples. He leaves his royal friend as
master of Naples, and as a glorious warrior he returned
to Croatia. As an outsider he proclaims himself as Ban
of Croatia, and is soon accepted as the ruler of the
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country. In Croatia civil war is going on. Two parties
are struggling, the party of Sigismund, the Germanophile,
with the party of Charles of Durazzo. And intermingled
in this muddle is the story of a marriage.

Queen Maria of Hungary-Croatia is engaged to

the scurrilous Sigismund, whom she does not love. But

Sigismund wants the crown
;

he cannot permit that the

protdge" of John Horvat should ascend the Hungarian-
Croatian throne. Croatian noblemen are searching for a

compromise ; neither Sigismund nor Charles should be

King of Croatia, but the Crown Prince of France, Louis,
and he should be the husband of Maria. John Horvat has
a valuable help in the clever diplomatist, Paul Horvat,
the Archbishop of Zagreb. Paul Horvat hurries to Naples
and persuades King Charles to come immediately to

Croatia. The two brothers, John and Paul Horvat,
believe that only Charles can be a successful rival to

Sigismund. Charles appears, supported by the brothers,
in Croatia, but in Buda, the capital of Hungary, a tragic
fate overtakes him. The partisans of Sigismund kill him
in the rooms of Queen Maria. The loyal Croatians defend
him in vain, and fighting, they must open the road to

their country, Croatia. That was three years before the

battle of Kossovo. Now there was for John Horvat only
one political aim to support King Tvrtko in Croatia and
Dalmatia. The partisans of Horvat gathered in the court

of Tvrtko. Sigismund stirred up civil war in Croatia, but

John Horvat sent his Croatians to Kossovo to defend

Christianity.

The empire was already shattered through the defeat

at the Marica in 1371. Kossovo is not a humiliating
defeat, it is the struggle of a nation in the interest of the

Christian world, which is ignorant that the fate of Serbia

is also the destiny of Christianity. Car Lazar with the

Serbian tribes, with Croatians and Bosnians, struggles

against Turks, Bulgarians and Albanians. It seems in the

beginning that the Serbians will be victorious, but the

treachery of Vuk Brankovic changes victory to defeat.

The Turks lose their Sultan Murad, who was killed by
heroic Milos Obilic, but Serbia also lost her ruler : Car
Lazar did not survive the defeat. A death-blow was given
to the Serbian Empire.
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The battle of Kossovo is the subject of the most
admirable national songs. National poetry created a

mythos which has its roots in historic episodes.

Before the battle Ivan Kossanacic reports to Milos

Obilic that the Turkish army is very strong:

" Were we all of us hewn into morsels, and salted

Hardly, I think, should we salt him his meat:

Nothing but horsemen, nothing but horses."

Car Lazar is suspicious ;
he thinks Milo Obilic will

betray him. There is the banquet,
"
around him sitting by

cups of gold, his sons and his seigneurs are."

That is the moment which in dramatic strength is

comparable to Leonardo's last supper scene where Christ

is asking who is the traitor, and the Apostles in indigna-
tion search for the man.

Car Lazar said :

.

"
Milos, I drink to none but thee !

Milos, thy health !

Drink, man, drink !

Why should any man care to think?
Traitor or true, or friend or foe,
To thee I drain this goblet low,
And, ere to-morrow at Kossovo
Thou thy leader hast betrayed
To the Turk, for wages paid."

And Milos answered :

"
My true heart is sound and clean,

Traitor never have I been,
Traitor never will I be,
But at Kossovo to-morrow morn
I trust, as I am a living man
A soldier and a Christian
To go to the death for the true, true faith.

The traitor is sitting by thy side,
He toucheth thy robe, thy wine he drinketh."

Car Lazar was mistaken. Milos Obilic was not the

traitor, but Vuk Brankovic. The national poet is here true
as life is true: Vuk Brankovic was son-in-law to Car
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Lazar. Between him and Vuk deadly hatred was caused

by quarrels of the wives of both. The nation made Vuk

responsible for the motive.

What were the consequences of Kossovo? The
old empire is gone. The despots of the various Serbian

countries became dependent on Turkey, which prepared
the full abolishment of Serbian state life. In the north, in

the Sumadija, there Serbian independence finds a short

refuge until Serbia succumbed to Turkish rule. The nation

is plunged in a horrible calamity. But dependence means
no moral decay. The old indomitable spirit lives in the

hearts of this nation which loves liberty.

What happened after Kossovo in Bosnia and Croatia?

Tvrtko had weak successors, who were incapable of re-

sisting Sigismund's aims. Sigismund conquered the

Balkans, conquered Croatia, Bosnia, and parts of Serbia.

The German Empire was victorious. The German Empire
was able to kill Southern Slav independence, but not to

defend these countries against the Turk. Sigismund is

beaten by the Turks, and Nikopolis was a shameful defeat

for Christianity.

The Croatians fought an unlucky fight against

Sigismund, who prostituted the imperial dignity. Sigismund
succeeded in crushing the Croatian insurrection at Dobrava,
in Bosnia, in 1394. The Brothers Horvat were captured.

John Horvat, the high-minded Croatian, was condemned
to a terrible death. He was bound to a horse's tail and

dragged through the streets, afterwards tortured with
red-hot pincers and his body quartered. But after the

violent death of the Croatian leader, his party was yet at

work. Stjepan Lackovic was prepared to treat with

Sigismund, who gave him free escort to the Diet of

Krizevac. But he and his partisans were killed in the Diet.

That was the bloody Diet of Krizevac. We must not

forget that it was the Emperor Sigismund who also gave
a few years after free escort to John Huss to come to the

Council of Constance, and Huss died as a national martyr,
as a fighter for national and religious freedom, condemned
to be burned alive.

The dynasty of the Anjous, favoured by John Horvat,
later did wicked things to Croatia. Ladislaus of Naples
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sold in 1409 Dalmatia to Venice for 100,000 ducats.

Dalmatia is already accustomed to be the object of

bargains.

Jugoslav political independence was dead after

Kossovo. There was in the extreme north of the Jugo-
slav territory in Styria an ambitious Slovene family, the

Counts of Celje. Barbara of Celje was the wife of Sigis-

mund, and that beautiful, energetic, and passionate woman
incited her family to conquer the Slavonic South and add
these countries to the possessions of the Counts of Celje.
But that episode of our history has no more national value:

that is the policy of a mighty Germanised family which
carried on the work for the German Empire. The sun had

gone down, and frightful night threatened the nation. The
Turkish danger became a new tie of unity.

The natural consequence of Kossovo was the penetra-
tion of Turkish rule on Jugoslav countries. Turkish
invasions in the Turkish wars united all Jugoslavs in

one unity of calamity. The Turk devastated all our
countries without exception. Towns and villages have
been devastated, the population massacred or captured no
less in Styria and Carniola as in Bosnia and Serbia. That
was a bloody history of an injured nation. The German
orders and states of Austrian hereditary countries did

not help against the Turk. Slovenes, Croatians, and
Serbians have been compelled to help themselves.

After the decay of Turkish domination came another

great moment for our race the Reformation. In the

cultured Slovene countries of Carniola, Carynthia, and.

Gorica, the stout reformer, Primoz Trubar, began a

religious movement which had as its purpose to unite the

Slavonic south in the new creed. Carniola was the centre

of a splendid cultured renovation. In Ljubljana (1550)
the first Slovene book was printed, and in 1584 the first

Slovene grammars. Carniolian noblemen and teachers of

the Gospel had far-reaching aims to convert also Croatians

and Serbians to the new religion. Here was the start for

a new spiritual unity of the Slavonic South. But the

Hapsburgs and Rome watched carefully. The Hapsburgs
knew very well that every attempt against the Roman
church is a blow against the material interest of the most
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selfish and retrograde dynasty the world knows. Brutally
the religious renascence was suppressed, the first Slovene

books and the Slavonic Gospel was publicly burnt at the

stake, and with them also the hopes and the future of an

unhappy people.

Speaking about the unity of the nation, we must
mention the Catholic Croatian priest, George Krizanic, who
wrote (1663) in Serbia, exiled by the Russian Car, the

first Slavonic book about political theories. Krizanic

gave to his policy, modern foundations, sociological and
natural facts and empiricism. The first Slavonic political

theorist hates with all his soul the German spirit. Germans
are the makers of all the evil which oppresses the world.

There is, thinks Krizanic, only one solution for the

Slavonic nations : death and life struggle against Germans.

But we must hurry to the present. There was a day
which will remain in the minds of millions of men that

is the Kossovo day of 1914. On this day began the great

cataclysm, a momentous event which will enchain the im-

agination of coming generations. On the twenty-eighth
of June, 1914, the Arch-Duke Francis Ferdinand was
killed in the streets of Sarajevo, the origin of the upheaval
of European society, unprecedented in world-history. What
are crimes committed on a nation in comparison with a

crime committed on an individual? A shrewd Croatian

publicist wrote in 1866 before Sadowa that no nation had
such a bill of injustice to present to the Hapsburgs as

Croatians and Serbians.

And just a few weeks before Sarajevo this bill became
the richer by two crimes. Before his death the Austrian

Arch-Duke negotiated at Miramare, next Trieste, and con-

cluded at Konopist a convention which gave the Slovene
countries to Germany and reserved the Balkans for the

Hapsburgs. And the second crime. From a trustworthy
source I know that ten days before Sarajevo the Austro-

Hungarian War Office asked from the Treasury two
milliard francs for a war of two months against Serbia.

We do not want apologies with which the political

theory of the Roman Church justifies we think on Mariana
the murder of a tyrant. We do not apologise for any-
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body, but we assert that the Hapsburgs tried to crush the

independence of a nation, tried to annihilate our national

existence.

What was the Jugoslav nation before Kossovo, 1914?
Before the outbreak of the great war? There is a nation

from the Triojlav in the Alps in the North-West, from
the Drava and Mura River near Graz in the North, from
the Soca in the West, to the mountains of Albania and
to Salonica. The nation is of the same race, speaks the

same language, has the same national songs, the same
social structure, and every man who belongs to her has in

his heart the same national feeling. This nation had an
enormous number of governments, so that really the

foreigner controlled and ruled this people of twelve and
a-half million living on a territory comparable to that of

Italy without Sicily. This nation had the great misfortune

to be on the edge of two big rivals of the Roman and

Byzantine Empires. Therefore a dangerous psychological
conflict was created, which was dexterously exploited by the

Hapsburgs. Austria stirred up religious hatred in Bosnia, and
did not resolve the land question except with the purpose to

weaken the Serbian nationalist element. The old regime
tried to disunite the country. No railways have been built

to connect the various countries, but a railway policy
of infernal noxiousness which should prepare the nation for

political submission. Distress, misery, pauperism, and

emigration these were the consequences of an economic
rule of that kind.

The Jugoslavs inhabit a very variegated country.
There are Alps in the North, huge melancholy plains, chains

of hills,
"

carst," abounding in stones, a sea-coast with a

variety of Homeric landscapes, and the finest ports. Here
North and South is combined : in the North a climate similar

to that of South Germany, in the South that of the neigh-
bourhood of Naples. In Styria and Carniola the largest

forests, as in the northern countries, in Herzegovina, and
in the environs of Dubrovnik and Kotor the most splendid
Mediterranean vegetation.

And the psychology of that nation? There are without
doubt differences of character caused by such various in-

fluences of traditions and historical evolution. But at the

bottom we shall find the same spirit.
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The Jugoslav population of Styria, Carniola, Carynthia,
Gorica, and Trieste, although holding the gate in the

extreme west conserved many of the purest Slavonic traits.

His dialect has the greatest resemblance to the liturgical
old Slavonic language. The Polish scientist, Baudouin de

Courtenay, says that the Slovenes of the coast, in the

environs and in the north of Trieste, have the purest
Slavonic physiognomy. They are a stubborn, energetic

people, laborious, parsimonious, suspicious of strangers.

They are proud, open-minded men, who keep their

word. The promise and the word of a man are sacred

things. Therefore he is loyal, and is strongly attached to

his country. A good organiser, he loves order and method.
He is a good soldier and an adroit official. The lack of

political liberty caused a certain indulgent humility with

regard to the foreign ruler. The Slovene is a good worker,
but cheerful in society. He likes wine, music, and song.
His deep lyricism shows a truly artistic soul. He is a
realist in politics, and has a smile for historicism and
sentimental traditions. Education in Slovene lands is highly

developed, although the government hindered Slovene public

instruction, and the Slovene was forced to pay for the

schools from his own pocket. There are in Slovene Styria

7.92 illiterates, in Carniola 12.9, in the environs of Gorica

14.64, in Se2ana (the
"
Carst ") 14.19, but in the Italian

districts, Gradisca 17.97 an<^ Monfalcone 22.10 per cent.

It is impossible to draw a separate Croatian and
Serbian psychology. There is the same nation, the same
traits, only the degrees of the single qualities are in special
cases different. Croatians and Serbians are more gifted
than the other nations of the Balkans, especially Bulgarians
and Rumanians, says a German work about them. They
are the political nation, par excellence, owing to the fact

that there is perhaps no country where the nation is so

deeply interested in politics. They are poets and artists

and aesthetes in all utterances of life and language.
I do not agree with an English diplomatist who asserted :

the Serbians are all poets and pig dealers. Love for house
and home and attachment to the family is very significant
in Serbians and Croatians. The Slovene is more an in-

dividualist, Serbian and Croatian more collectivist. The
home community, the Zadruga, is an economic familiar

unit developing the attachment to the family in a high
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degree. But community is creating patriarchal manners :

and patriarchalism has a bad consequence, the precedence
of age. That is not the Anglo-Saxon custom. Serbians

and Croatians are a warrior nation. Austria abused the

warrior spirit of that nation. Creating the granica, the

"borderland "
against Turkish invasion in Slavonia and on

the frontier of Bosnia, Austria found those types of sol-

diers which Napoleon I. admired. Slavonic patriots dis-

liked the military function of the
"
borderland," and they

gave to it that caustic nickname a stud of soldiers. The
Croatian soldier who fought innumerable battles for foreign

interests, who roused to ecstasy the military soul of Napoleon
I., is the elder brother of the Serbian soldier of to-day.

Croatian and Serbian history proves the affecting gift

of devoted faithfulness. Is not John Horvat, the friend of

the Anjous, a stirring example? And in modern times is not

the Ban of Croatia, Telacic, who saved Austria in 1848
from collapse, a man who merits to be mentioned? But
the Austrian Emperor, so often perjured, abolished

without remorse the historic rights of the Slav nations,
and reversed perpetual and irrevocable fundamental laws

if they were in favour of the Slavs
;

for instance,
the diploma of October, 1860. And what about Serbia?

Is not the diplomatic and military history of modern
Serbia a paean of faith to the Allies? To back Serbia after

her reverse is a great question of international morals. We
are deeply convinced that the Allies will show in the founda-
tion of a strong Southern Slav State an example of grati-
tude for loyalty so needed in the Balkans. And the national

singer will not be wrong who said :

" There resteth to Serbia a glory,
A glory that shall not grow old

;

There remaineth to Serbia a story,
A tale to be chanted and told."

The rulers of a little State who had the courage to

accuse an Empire of fifty millions of injustice, and in the
name of truth to undermine this Empire, is acting only in

the spirit of the precept which gave the mother of the
national hero, Prince Marko, to her brave son,

" Go and
speak justice and truth. Better I had never given birth to
thee than that thou shouldst inflict law by the hair's
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breadth." That is a teaching not only for the common-

wealth, but also for the individual, and we sincerely believe

that every member of our nation will realise that for such

teaching there is no better school than this island.

The Serbian is the stronger State builder, who has a

very strong opinion about "
salus rei publicae

"
(" the good

of the Commonwealth ") to which he sacrifices all. The
Croatian has also an incomparable political temperament.
The democratised nation has the taste for the culture of the

word, the exterior life, the gift for conversation, society, and
an agreeable courtesy. The Serbian has an admirable gift

of humour. But we must not forget the economic qualities.

The Serbian is a splendid merchant. The possession of the

sea coast will show to the maritime nations our seaworthy
sailor. The Jugoslavs, like the English, will be a people
of seamen.

Since 1389 the Serbian nation cannot remember a more
sombre Kossovo than this year. Serbia has not an inch of

territory, but she is a State, she has a dynasty, a Govern-

ment, a diplomacy, an army, and last, not least, the same

political ideal of resurrection of the whole nation in twelve

millions of men's hearts. In the days of the Serbian

catastrophe there was not a moment in which we believed

that Serbia was dead. The Jugoslav Committee is

receiving stirring messages from Austria. How in all our
countries only one wish is alive, how to get rid of Austria

and to enthrone the dynasty of the Karagtorgjurci. Not-

withstanding the official pressure the work of the Jugoslav
Committee in Europe was not disavowed by any really
national party or newspaper, any national political repre-

sentation, as the diet of Croatia or Dalmatia.

Austria has existed more than a thousand years, but

to-day it is a riddle to solve what is Austria. Old Hegel
declared that Austria is not a Nation, it is an Empire, but
he did not add an Empire not of the English type. There
were people saying that Austria is not even a State, but a

Government. But I think Gladstone expressed a great truth

in stating:
"

Austria has been the steady, unflinching foe of

freedom of every country in Europe . . . There is not
in Austria a spot upon the whole map where you can lay

your finger and say, there Austria did good." But no more
quotations. Everyone must agree that it is a serious matter
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to destroy the oldest monarchy of Europe. There are people

speaking" about the longevity of Turkey and thinking of

Austria. There are diplomatists who fear the delivered

Austrian Slavs will not be capable of National Government.

During the nineteenth century Great Britain was the builder

of the greatest number of new States. Has Britain to com-

plain of having created Belgium and independent State life in

her Dominions? Will there not be after a victorious war so

great a change of ideas, and will not this new world strongly

support the foundation of new nations?

With regard to the Jugoslav Nation we must only

emphasize her great vitality, her tenacity in the pursuit of

the national ideal, her unbounded love of civic freedom.

Emphasizing that we must exclaim :

" Trust the new Nations

of to-morrow !

"

There exist hesitating minds which see in a Southern

Slav, in a Bohemian State, only a new turmoil, a germ of

revolutionary restlessness. Old Austria was, they think, far

more conservative, more respectable. What can we do with

these upstarts? they say. The poor diplomatist will have
more trouble than before. But there is also a more serious

point of view. Austria should be condemned to death because
she is a formidable hindrance of progress in politics. If this

great occasion should pass, we must despair of casualty in

history, we must despair of noble impetus, of true progress
in the evolution of European commonwealth. What we
people without home wish to see is the stern, imperturbable
will of English public opinion to destroy this despair of an

Empire. Success in private and public life is only dependent
upon the tenacious will to realise our aim. The destruction of

Austria is more difficult than the defeat of Germany. With
her will fall a world of prejudices, rotten traditions, extinct

political theories. Without the disruption of Austria no

peace in Europe, no better European commonwealth of the

future.

That is the strong call of the Jugoslavs to Great Britain.
44

Ecrasez 1'inffime !

" " Crush the infamous!
"



GLIMPSES OF CULTURE
ON THE EASTERN SHORES OF

THE ADRIATIC.

I
AM afraid of the difficulty of dealing in the short space,
offered to me by your indulgence, with a subject really

illimitable. The culture of the shores of the Adriatic,

and by that I mean the Jugoslav shores, is not a creation

of yesterday. I am convinced that you will scarcely find in

Europe a spot which can be called with such justification
a cross-road of culture than is the coast from Aquileia in

in the North, to the wonderful gulf of Kotor in the SoutK.

But this magnificent coast is not only a cross-road of culture

and civilisation, but also a battlefield where the struggle
between Rome and Byzantium, West and East, was fought
out. In the camp of civilisation we see the same features

as in the camp of politics. Surely it is a curse to be a

country which is an old historical thoroughfare, where the

great historical forces of Europe clash together ! What is

the conclusion which will be profitable for the future of a
new State on those shores? Only a policy of strict national

independence, the exclusion of the forces of West and East
from that ground where they struggled before, only a strong
Serbian, Jugoslav nation, free and progressive and demo-
cratic. That is the solution.

Before entering the main subject, I have to deal with a

little episode. I travelled once on the steamer along the

Dalmatian coast. There was a man whom I knew very well

from my journey to Germany. He was a Prussian par
excellence, the professor of Prussian constitutional law at

24
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Berlin. A nervous, vigorous little man, with a voice com-

manding as a corporal. He expressed his admiration for

the coastland, but most of all, he was extraordinarily

pleased to see the government offices all well scoured and
.so clean.

"
Well," I remarked,

"
that may be true. The

two-headed Austrian eagle is everywhere well painted in

these countries, but do not look in the heart of the people,
do not ask what they think about the foreign rule."

This country never was really free : foreign con-

querors from the days of the decay of Rome to the great

struggle of to-day tormented this country through centuries.

One handed her over to the other, or the land was snatched

away from him. Here only was a focus of independent
state life in the middle ages and after, Dubrovnik, the

Athene of the Jugoslavs, a free republic, a centre of art

and science. And the poet spoke truth who said :

" Dubrov-
nik the seat of liberty, and all around serfdom, only serfs."

We must understand this tragedy, and after it will be clear

to us the indomitable will of the Serbian and all the Jugoslav
race once more to create a free commonwealth. This, our

nationalism, the will to be a nation, grew up in no country
perhaps stronger than in Dalmatia, from that ardent soil

where foreign past civilisations died and fertilised the earth

for our future Serbian harvest.

Celtic Illyrians were the native population of Dalmatia,
and Romans conquered a Celtic country. Dalmatia was
very near to Italy, too near to the centre of the ancient world,
and it was only natural that on the shores of Dalmatia many
historical Roman events happened. The isles of Dalmatia
were often the witnesses of military deeds, and the sea
often saw the Roman navy fighting for supremacy.
Dalmatia was plundered by Asinio Pollione in the days
of Augustus, and with money made on that occasion was
founded in Rome the first library.

Diocletian was a Dalmatian, and he joined Dalmatia
to the prefecture of Illyria. His birthplace is Salona.
He ruled the world for twenty years : he was a despot, a
soldier, an excellent administrator. But his rule meant
decay of spirit and soul. It is the Orient which kills

occidentalism.
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A visit to Salona, the antique Dalmatian city, is in

our time extremely suggestive. There is a walk from Split

on the sea, on the way to the mountains. The ruins of

the ancient capital are surrounded by a chain of hills

vineyards, cypresses, olives, and fig-trees are a living

note in that world of ruins. Here are gates and walls

and amphitheatres and churches. We must not forget that

Salona is not a thoroughly Roman creation. The elements

of Roman and Greek civilisation are here in a noble

connubium. And the third element is the Christian.

Salona was a Christian town, and here the connoisseur

can study the beginnings of Christian art. He will admire
the ruins of the Christian Basilica. That is the Christian

spirit alive in these splendid remains.

Diocletian retired from state business, built his palace
on the sea not far from Salona. It was an enormous

building, significant of an age in which the old Roman
spirit was dead. The palace is, nevertheless, one of

the most precious monuments of the Roman epoch. But

paganism and Christianity is here united in the most

amazing fashion. The art of a period of decay and of

epicurean amenity is here in the neighbourhood of austere

Christian symbolism, a mixture of the two great directions

of thought and conceptions of life. When the glory of

Imperial Salona was gone, and Visigoth warriors invaded
the country, the population of the great city found a

refuge in the empty palace, a refuge for an entire popula-
tion. It is to-day a striking aspect to see how modern
Croatian life continues within the walls of an antique
imperial palace.

Another place of the Adriatic coast, Pola, the well-

known naval port, possesses a monument that can be com-

pared to the most significant remnants the ancient world
left : the amphitheatre of Pola rivals those of Rome, the

Coliseum, of Verona and Nlmes.

Classic and Christian art in a strange mixture we
find also in another place in the North of the Adriatic.

Aquileia is beyond the ethical and linguistic frontier of the

Jugoslav world. It was in the later Roman period that

Aquileia was called the second Rome. Here also Christian

life grew up on paganism. The most significant monu-
ments of that town are Christian. There is the Basilica
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of Aquileia, perhaps the most artistic mosaic the history
of art remembers. All the symbolism of Christianity finds

here powerful expression. The Basilica is a masterpiece
of harmony and restful thoughtfulness. Why am I recalling
a town beyond Jugoslav territory? Aquileia has not only
an antique history ^

but also a mediaeval, and from that

town came Christianity to the Western branch of the Jugo-
slavs, especially to the Slovenes. And that town is no-

longer a centre of Roman civilisation, but German and Slav

patriarchs are ruling the theocratic state; no more an
exclusive right of one civilisation, but a combination of

various forces.

Romans spread their civilisation all over the world.

Can Italians claim all the countries where once Rome ruled?'

And who was before Rome the ruler of Dalmatia? Celtic

Illyrians. The right of the ancient conqueror is caduc in

the moment when the rule ceases. Hungarians claim for
the crown of St. Stephen all the Balkan countries where
once a Hungarian king ruled a short time: they claim

Serbia, Bulgaria, Bosnia for that reason. A principle
of that kind would plunge Europe into upheaval. France
would claim England England, France, and there would
be a general muddle. Therefore, here is a warning not
too much history. Let the nations decide what they like;

give them self-determination
; they should learn self-help :

but do not worry about the past.

And what I said about Rome also applies to Venice.

Dalmatia was from the seventh century inhabited

by Croatians and Serbians. The Croatian kings had
their residences in Nin, and the castle of Nin is a real*

shaft for old Croatian art, especially national orna-
ments. Only a few families of ancient Roman origin-
lived in the towns. The country in the North was under
the rule of the Croatian kings, the South is incorporated
in the Empire of the Serbian Car Dusan. Dalmatia is

in close relationship with Croatia, and the Hungaro-
Croatian king, Koloman, is crowned (1102) in the
wonderful mediaeval town of Trogir, to-day no less a
treasury of Dalmatian art. What were the Dalmatian
(towns before and in the days of the world power of
Venice? Independent civic life grew up in the towns
of the coast, the ancient colonies of the emperors. These
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republics, full of vigour, culture and freedom.

Koloman, as Hungaro-Croatian king, confirms the privi-

leges of the little republics of the coast; he does not

interfere in their internal affairs, but the terra-firma is

under his direct rule. The Croatian kings, especially of the

dynasty of Anjou, are bad masters. Ladislaus, in his free

time also King of Naples, sold Dalmatia for a hundred

thousand ducats to Venice. The domination in the Adriatic

and Dalmatia was established for a purse of money.

Where the mountains of Herzegovina and Montenegro
approach the sea is the old nest of civic freedom, a jewel
of a mediaeval town in a marvellous homeric landscape, all

sun, sea, life and art, Ragusa Dubrovnik.

Dubrovnik has its own culture. There have been in

Europe few towns with more original individuality than this

city state on the shores of the Adriatic. Walking in our

days through the streets of this town, conserved in

mediaeval austerity, or enjoying from the walls the aspect
of the town anxious to save the ancient style of building,
we must recognise that it is one of the few places where

xiature, culture, and history has created a marvel of

harmonic unity. There is also a harmonic versatility in

the men to whom belonged the leadership of that common-
wealth. They are all statesmen, diplomatists, poets, writers,

scientists, artists. They do not choose to be specialists. The
greatest poets are rulers of the state. The state and

politics are for them a work of art.

All the world appreciated the diplomatists of Dub-
rovnik. They were called to the courts of the Italian

princes. But Dubrovnik also attracted the highest spirits
of Italy. Machiavelli solicited a state secretaryship, and I

cannot assert whether the men of Dubrovnik had to learn

from Machiavelli, or Machiavelli from them, the art of

government.

The ideal of the versatile man of the Italian renais-

sance, the cortegiano who knows all arts and sciences, court
life and politics, is very early realised in Dubrovnik. The
selected oligarchy of Dubrovnik extends through Europe
the glory of that Jugoslav republic.

What is the character of the culture of that town? Is

it Italian or Slav? The answer is easy. This state is a
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Slavonic state. Its reason of existence is as a place
of exchange between the European West and the Slavonic

Balkans. It is a representative of Christianity, and as

such it is anxious to strengthen cordial relations with

Slavonic Poland. The state idea of Dubrovnik is clearly

expressed in the poems of a Gundulic. These men of

Dubrovnik speak Italian, read and write Italian books,,
but they are at the bottom of their hearts Slavs, and

nothing else. In the Dubrovka, Gundulic gave a master-

piece of strong national sentiment. It is true that Italian

influence gave to the literature of Dubrovnik a certain

character, but such a crossing is not able to despoil the
literature of Dubrovnik of her truly national spirit.

But not only belles lettres are cultivated in Dubrovnik
of the sixteenth century ;

science possessed here in that

town patrons and friends. Humanism, the study of the;

ancient Greek classics, was for Dubrovnik an object of

competition for men and women. Women spoke Latin
and Greek, and knew ancient literature singularly welL
After the fall of Constantinople, Greek scientists, humanists,,
found in Dubrovnik a place for rest and study. The
Greek scientists brought with them in their ships a great
treasure, the manuscript of the old Greek writers. Dub-
rovnik became a second home for the Greek scientists, and
Dubrovnik 's men and women, gathered round the pulpits
of the Greek humanists, the initiators of a new epoch of
human society, the Italian renaissance. So was already
created at the beginning of modern times between Greeks
and Jugoslavs, a tie of common sympathy, which was
consecrated on the battlefields of the Balkan War of 1912.
The owner of the Eastern shores of the Adriatic, Jugoslavs
and Greeks, will perhaps again in a better future unite
common high-minded aims in the sphere of human thought.

But there is also another science in which very early
the men of Dubrovnik worked, that is, political science.

Gucetic is the man who wrote a book on the
" Common-

wealth." He knows well his Aristocles, and ancient Greek
politics are for him a prototype. To understand well
Gucetic and his work, we must visit him in his manor of
Tresteno. The small palace is in the most beautiful natural

park, with an exuberant sub-tropical vegetation. Here is

all growth, energy, enjoyment for eyes and soul. The
gigantic plane trees are witnesses recalling past centuries.
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In the home of Gucetic is a hall of the most harmonic

proportions, and we admire interiors of an artistic intimacy
which recalls all the distinguished charm, all the refined

culture of old Dubrovnik.

Gucetic is the theorist of the political life of his state.

His "
Civic Advices for the Government of States

"
will

suit us far more than his learned tractate about political

theories. It is the political commonsense of Dubrovnik. The

political methods proposed by him are thoroughly anti-

German. Justice is for him the object of the state. Just
and good laws should realise that goal with the help of

moral and intellectual virtues. Violence and brute strength
are not the elements of statecraft. Gucetic is an aristocrat:

he who rules should be wiser and better than the subject.
Like the greatest political philosopher of the Jugoslavs,

Krizanic, he asserts that a commonwealth is happy if there

are people not too rich, nor too poor. He anticipates the

English political faith, that the state as a natural being
can only grow slowly, and changes should not be too

sudden. He is not for an anti-church policy, because
the church must always be right in the end, he thinks.

But Gucetic was not only a politician, philosopher,
aesthete, lawyer, and educationist, he was also the economist
of Dubrovnik. His "Government of the Family" is an
excellent sketch of economic life of Dubrovnik. He
demonstrates how home and husbandry should be arranged.
He gives to his fellow citizens advice how to treat women.
Every woman must be managed according to her temper.
Women must be ruled by love and fear. Political secrets

should not in all cases be confided to a woman
; it depends

upon whether she is clever. Our friend Gucetic is not at

all for political emancipation of women
; they should not

interfere in the governments and parliaments.

But, unfortunately, Gucetic has a wife, the real Mrs.
Pankhurst of Dubrovnik. Mara, his wife, belongs to the

family of the Gundulici. But the Mrs. Pankhurst of Dub-
rovnik lives in an aristocracy, and she gives probably
to her ideas only literary utterance. Therefore, Nikola
Vid is tolerant to her feminism, and she publishes in his

book on Aristocles a dedication to Cveta Cucoric, the

poetess. If people would be just, she declares, they must

recognise that the female sex is just as accomplished as
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the male. But our Mara is not satisfied with the equality
of women with men ; she claims more. It is a truism

that beauty of the body, she says, is in relation with the

beauty of the soul. As women are more beautiful than

men, their soul is also stronger. That is the supremacy
of women. But there is also a little bit of naivete in her

arguments, why women should not be better than men.
Nature liberated them from moustaches, which are common
to men and savages, but she gave to women white and

rosy complexions. And now an argument is to be dis-

cussed. Mara Gucetic asks with admirable candidness :

Are not women in love with men far more accomplished,

stronger than men? We will not urge the answer to that

rather ticklish subject. Mara Gucetic even asserts the

supremacy of women in science
;
their spirit is alleged to be

extraordinarily fit for that subject, and that for physical
reasons.

Old Dubrovnik had plenty of distinguished women.
There is Nikoleta Gucetic, who pleaded before the court

of Rome, at the end of the fourteenth century, and Pope
Bonifacius IX admired her cleverness.

But the most distinguished of the womanhood of

Dubrovnik is Cveta Zuzoric, born 1555, from pure Slav

race, as she was not a noblewoman, but from popular
descent. Although she was called the Aspasia of

Dubrovnik, she was the most honest woman, devoted to

her husband, a citizen of Florence. The beauty of Cveta
the name means flower was praised by the contemporaries
in an ecstatic manner. Torquato Tasso wrote two sonnets
in her honour. Her beauty sets on fire heaven and earth,
and spring had never a more beautiful flower that was the

judgment of her contemporaries.

But Cveta was not only beautiful, but a poetess, a woman
of high intellectual standard, who represented the loftiest

ideals of her native city. Cveta Zuzoric gathered in her

house all the best men of Dubrovnik, and she had a regular

literary and political salon. Gucetic dedicated to her sister

his
"

Dialogues on Beauty and Love." Cveta, living a

part of the year in Florence, was the most noble tie

between Italy and Dubrovnik. Wealth, culture, and

beauty, all that was united in the society to which Cveta

belonged. It was a select body of men and women which
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cultivated the ideals of the renaissance on the Eastern shores

of the Adriatic.

In the days when Dubrovnik enjoyed all the charm of

renaissance, there lived in the North of Jugoslav territory

another representative man of Slavonic descent. That was
Peter Vergerius, born in Kopar, 1497. He is no less

versatile than the men of Dubrovnik, a lawyer, political

writer, student of constitutional law, and, first of all, a

religious soul. He writes about Venetian constitution, and
in his youth he is papal nuncio to the court of King
Ferdinand. In 1535 he encounters Luther, but that

historical meeting, where he does not endeavour to convert

Luther, made no difference to his religious creed. He
is nominated bishop of his native town, Kopar, and after

of Modrus, in Croatia, and the highest church career is

open to him. But now strikes the hour of the great
conflict. A barrister of Padua, Spira, was coerced by the

inquisition of Venice to adjure the new creed, therefore

the man was tormented by the most horrible remorse of

conscience, and on his bed of sickness gathered important
scientists, among them, Vergerius. He was so struck by
the mental agony of Spira that he became one of the most

prominent fighters for Protestantism. The direction of his

religious work is extraordinarily significant. He tries

to gain Italians for the creed of Luther, but in vain. The

religious conventions in Italy which he founded did not

remain faithful.

The Slavonic world is for him, the Istrian Slav, far

more accessible. He instigates Trubar, the Slovene re-

former, to spread the new gospel in the Jugoslav countries.

The Gospel is translated into our language, and printed
owing to his influence. But a wider, a greater, enterprise
awaits Vergerius in the Slavonic East. He goes to Poland,
and works for the new religion in that Slavonic country.
His great aim is to convert Slav nations to the new creed.
A powerful personality the Reformation remembers few
men of his pattern is with all his ardent soul devoted to
a great cause.

We are not able to trace the description of the lofty
churches and other monuments of art which ornament
Ualmatia. But is that Italian art? The best connoisseur
of Dalmatian art Jackson, denies that, and emphasizes that
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there is a real Dalmatian style. Go to Sibenik and look

at the dome which Jackson characterizes:
"

I know no

other church of its size that creates so profound an im-

pression. Indeed, not only Italy, but Europe^ may be

challenged . . . ." The opulence of wonderful Gothic

heads and masks which ornates the dome are witnesses of

thoroughly other spirit than Italian. So many Jugoslavs

Carpaccio, Clovio, Schiavone enchanted by the charm of

Venice, created masterpieces of Venetian art in the best days
of Venetian glory.

Venice owes plenty to the Eastern shores. The piles

on which repose that dreamy wonder, Venice, are

taken from the forests of those Eastern shores. But there

were also other pillars of that most non-Italian state which
was Venetian oligarchy that was a Venetian army com-

posed of Slavonic soldiers, who constituted also the body-

guard of the Doges. When the republic collapsed under

the French revolution shamefully abandoned by her own
sons these warriors of the Dalmatian shores, fulfilling

their duty, defended the collapsing anachronism.

I hear your reproaches: too much past more of the

present, if you please. Speaking on the culture of the

Eastern shores, we cannot avoid mentioning Nikola Tom-
maseo, from Sibenik. His name is closely connected with

the founders of modern Italy. By the side of Gioberti,

Mazzini, and Balbo, he has also his place in the history
of the unification of the Italians. In spite of his Italian

name, he is already before the true struggle for Italian

unity, before 1848, not only a Slavonic Dalmatian, but
a conscientious Jugoslav. His mother is of Croatian
blood ; and in the epilogue to his Croatian collection of

sentences,
"

Iskrice," he expresses his most affectionate

devotion and love to his mother in that regard so akin
to Mazzini. " Be always with me, loved mother, give me
patience and love for justice to be fit to raise my heart

to the ideas of heaven." The "
Iskrice

"
are his Jugoslav

confessions. Dalmatia is for him a Jugoslav country. And
he exclaims pathetically:

"
I would that to me should

appear, Jugoslav nation, thy spirit." He defines the posi-
tion of the Jugoslavs' culture.

" With Russia, we Jugoslavs
have a common language ;

with Germany, law
;
with Greece,

the climate; with Italy, science." He declares himself in

that sentence as a Jugoslav. What is the mission of the
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Jugoslavs? To unite North and South, to renew old, worn

nations, and now the most striking point to infuse

also something of Asiatic spirit in European society.
"

It

is beauty not without strength, not strength heavy and

gross, but adroit and full." It is a lovely, not at all a

brute force, but sweet and good, created by love and creating
love.

He predicted in 1835 the union of Dalmatia with

Serbia: "Thou, my country, will not be more between
mountains and sea a poor rag of soil. But reborn Serbia,

a warrior nation with kind spirit and many other fine quali-

ties, born under the smile of the Italian sun, will be with

thee one life, one will."

The Jugoslav, Tommaseo, works in Paris, in exile for

Italian unity, and a great share of the merit that Italy
became united belongs to him. The year 1848 is a splendid

epoch of his life. He is a member of the Venetian pro-
visional government Minister for Public Instruction. The
Parliament of Venice met in the big hall of the Great
Council in the palace of the Doges. Here defines Tom-
maseo (behind him the enormous " Paradise

"
of

Tintoretto) in a powerful speech the frontiers of united

Italy : all Italy should be free to the last boundary fixed

by the language, including only Friuli and Austrian Tyrol.
He was sent after to Paris as minister of Venice, but he
was not able to save the independence of Venice. The
French Government did not hinder the establishment of

the Austrian regime.

Tommaseo follows the old men of Dubrovnik in their

versatility. He is the true polychestor philogue, diplo-

matist, historian, poet, a man of religious thought, social

reformer, and last not least, a fighter for the rights of

women. We are inclined to-day to see in the principle of

duty an element of German strength. Kant is the true

backbone of Germany. But there is Tommaseo, proclaiming
a loftier formula: not only duty, but

"
Love, duty, right."

The German formula is beaten, and Slavonic idealism is the

victor.

Our countryman from Sibenik is not a doctrinal Liberal
such as flourished in 1848; he knows very well political

liberty is not all, but only one of the conditions of economic
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justice and social reform. He continues the traditions of

the suffragettes of Dubrovnik, and he claims for the women
one of the first in Italy independence from the men.

The woman should be treated as equal by the man. The
woman has a soul, and it should be cultivated.

" Votes for

women " who can write and read. But women should be

not only electors, but they should have also a voice and
seat in every representative body, and also in parliament.

Tommaseo is more than a protagonist of Italian unity,
he is a splendid symbolic bond between the two shores. He
shows us the chance of a harmonic understanding between
the two nations of the Adriatic. The two nations are

created to be friends and to exchange their national work.

They should increase the common treasure of civilisation

by competition, but they should not fight one against the

other, nor hate, but together watch and withstand German
pretensions :

" And thou, giving the right hand to Italy, and the

left to Greece, shouldst unite them in sacred dances and
embraces."

That is the deep, true meaning of Jugoslav culture in

the future.

What was the state of culture in these countries
before the great war? The North of the Adriatic was no
less prepossessed with the ideals of Jugoslav culture than
the South. Gorica was one of the modern centres of

Jugoslav Adriatic culture. In no other town on the coast
were printed so many Jugoslav books, so many Jugoslav
papers and magazines. Here was published the scientific

magazine, "Veda" ("Science"), devoted only to the
work of Jugoslav unity. In the Slovene countries a tenth
of the population are members of a literary society which

gives them every year a number of educational works
in the national spirit. In the Slovene parts of the coast-
land illiterates are extraordinarily scarce.

Public instruction is in the Slovene coastland on a

high level. The lovely landscape offers a significant aspect.
On the top of mountains and hills there are fine buildings,
the schools of the village. These hills, covered with vine-

yards and woods of olives, recall to my mind the home of
a Slovene poet, the priest Simon Gregorcic. The most
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delicate lyricism found expression in his poems, which
soon became national songs. But Gregorcic is not only
a master of the human heart, he is an ardent Jugoslav

patriot, and with admirable strength of soul he bewails

the wretched past of the nation.

Slovene lyricism is akin to Slovene music one of the

finest creations of the Slavonic soul. The neighbourhoods of

Trieste gave to Jugoslav music Davorin Jenko, the com-

poser of the Slavonic
"

Marseillaise,"
"
Naprej Zastava

Slave," and the Serbian national anthem.

What about modern Slovene art? It is painted

lyricism. All Slovene painters prefer landscapes. Slovene

hills, fields, forests and sea have been represented by Slovene

painting in all the charm of light effects. In the days of

the coronation of King Peter, in Belgrade, in 1903, there

was the first exhibition of Slovene, Croatian, and Serbian

painters, the first tribute to the new national dynasty.

If I s-hould speak about modern Jugoslav literature and
art in Dalmatia^ I would never be able to finish. But I

assert Mestrovic overshadows all.

I give only a few names of literature. It is Vladimar
Nazor who created a powerful symbol of suffering of the

nation under Venetian rule, the
"

Veil Joze
" " The Great

John."

Modern Croatian literature has in the brothers,

Lujo and Ivo Vojnovic, two authors of whom every great
nation could be proud. The first wrote a history of the

fall of Dubrovnik with a vigorous and masterful style. A
German critic said about that work that it would have
been translated in all languages if it had not dealt just with
a Dalmatian town. And what about the

"
Trilogy

"
of

Ivo Vojnovic, where the charm of Dubrovnik found the

loftiest expression. But I will not speak about that ; I

am not qualified to explain her artistic value.

A burning question is harassing my soul. What will

be the future? Is struggle and enmity the destiny, or peace
and harmony? The two shores must not be implacable
foes but friendly rivals which will comfort in the great
handicap for progress, for nobility and beauty. The sea
should not separate them but unite them. The conditions
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of Southern life should approach them, the love for demo-
cratic institutions should be a tie between the two nations.

We all agree that a new Europe can be founded only
on the lines of the principle of nationality. There are

trimmers doubting that the principle of nationality can be

carried out. An objection of that kind is wrong. Let

the people decide which sovereignty they wish. But never

forget that above the nationalities should be in the future

the European international commonwealth. In these days
of stress and unrest, in this horrible convulsion of European
society, people should endeavour to break with false pre-

judices of the past.

To apply the principle of nationality on the Eastern
shores of the Adriatic is not at all difficult. What Jugoslavs
claim from Europe is the acknowledgment of the natural

fact, their national unity. Austria-Hungary tried to hold
them in obedience, and she believed they would be obedient

citizens, even if they starved. The war saved the Jugoslavs
from national death.

What they need in the near future is state in-

dependence. What they ask is in complete harmony with
me foundations of a more peaceful, more international

Europe of to-morrow. But Jugoslavs' paramount claim is

exceedingly modest, that is the quintessence of all in the
life of nations a little bit of commonsense, of truth, and
of justice.



THE ASPIRATIONS OF SERBIA:

JUGOSLAVIA.

IT
is a commonplace to assert that the Great War will

thoroughly change the foundations of home and foreign

policy of every country at war. It is sociological guess-
work to suggest what will be the European commonwealth
after the war, what will be her social and economic settle-

ment. With regard to the British Empire there are two

points which can be supposed to be realisable. The first

is : for the connoisseur of constitutional law the world war
is the realisation of the most powerful, most original
^deration the world knows the federation of the British

Empire. Federation in all its features in human life is a

great moral principle, creating unity, harmony, integration,

solidarity, where before were disunion, discord. Federation
is the antidote for political anarchy. I think there is no

stronger argument against German political methods, no

stronger proof of British political commonsense, no ex-

pedient which makes the spirit and heart of the Slav nations
more prepossessed in favour of England than is the path
leading to the federation of the British Empire.

A second point is the consequence of tho federation.

The federation will have its own foreign policy. Canada,
Australia, South Africa, New Zealand will have to deal
with the difficulties of continental politics. But I have not
to envisage the state after the war. More urgent is the

question : What will be the programme of the Dominions
for a new settlement of Europe? The Dominions in case
of a victorious war will be compelled to give an answer
to the problem: Has Austria-Hungary a right to exist?
For the Dominions arises the dilemma : Will they

38
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collaborate in the creation of a new system of states, built

up on the ruins of Austria-Hungary, or will they permit
that twenty-five million Austrian Slavs shall be condemned
to the Central European State Prison and handed over to

the Prussian jailer? England was a little shy of judging
Austrian racial politics before the outbreak of the great

struggle, and there are yet people who sympathise with

Austria-Hungary. I am afraid that there are people not

aware of the extraordinarily humiliating role which Austria

plays towards Germany. They are not aware that Austria

is nothing better than the valet of the German master. It

is the true synthesis of Austrian-Hungarian constitutional

history after the year 1867 that is, after the conclusion of

the Austro-Hungarian compromise. The year 1867, as

1870, the year of the foundation of the German Empire,
changed completely the German Hapsburg Empire. Grow-

ing German and Hungarian influence excluded the oppor-

tunity of a constitutional reform in the spirit of federation.

There are so many explanations of the true origin of

the war. I think one of the most important causes of the

war has been the unsettled racial conditions of Austria-

Hungary. It was a crime that in the heart of Europe there

was an empire of fifty millions where a civil war was going
on. Marcks, one of the ablest biographers of Bismarck,
said in a pamphlet that the great war is a war for the estab-

lishment of Central Europe. We believe that the Austrian
muddle is responsible for the great catastrophe, but Marcks

evidently sees the true purpose of the war in the unification

of the two Central European Empires, Germany and

Austria-Hungary, eventually the Balkans which have to

face East and West. Englishmen do not usually believe

us, if we emphasise that after the war an independent
Hapsburg empire is an impossibility. I will quote the
author of

" Central Europe," Neumann, who describes with
these words an Austrian-Hungarian empire free from
German influence:

"
Also, if victorious, Austria-Hungary

will be a crumbling Balkan state in the grip of Russia,
and for the reason that Slavs will be attracted by Russia,
Germans by Germany. The union with Germany is from the

Austro-Hungarian point of view less a spiritual duty than
a coercing necessity of their own conservation."

That is a German voice, and I will now mention the
words of an old Serbian soldier whom I met during the
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first Balkan war at a small Serbian railway station. He
said :

" We have destroyed already the Turkish Empire, but

I foresee the day when Serbia will cause the collapse of

Austria." This peasant expressed a great truth. It was
Serbia which prepared the internal dissolution of the

monarchy by means of a strong and admirable nationalism.

Every Croatian and Slovene must unconditionally

support the claims of Serbia to be the ruler of Macedonia.

About Macedonia is evolved much literature, and in Europe
the problem is far better known than the aspirations of

Serbia to unite all Serbians, Croatians, and Slovenes of

the Hapsburg Empire with Serbia. That is the reason I

will deal more with what could be called the Western

problem of Serbia.

The Southern Slavs or Jugoslavs Jug means in our

language, South include three branches : the Serbians of

Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Southern Hun-

gary, Macedonia and Old Serbia, the Croatians of Croatia,
Dalmatia. and Bosnia-Herzegovina; the Slovenes of

Carniola, Carinthia, Styria, Gorica, Istria, and Trieste.

All speak the same language, are of the same race. The
area of the Jugoslav countries is a little smaller than the

area of Great Britain. The population is altogether
12,500,000, but the Jugoslav lands are very thinly popu-
lated, and the very fertile countries of Bosnia-Herzegovina,
of Serbia, of Syrmium, the Mesopotamia of the Balkans,
of the Vardar Valley, can nourish a population comparable
to that of a great European power.

What about Croatians and Serbians? The difficulty of

the solution of the Jugoslav problem is the fact that

the past and political intrigues of the Hapsburgs divided

the nation in two halves; in a more occidental Catholic

part, the Slovenes and Croats, and in an Orthodox

part, the Serbians. Croats and Serbians are not
national names, but these names are derived from the

old mediaeval Croat and Serbian states. Croatia developed
in her parliament, the Sabor of Zagreb, parliamentary
traditions. The Croats became one of the historic in-

dividualities of the Hapsburg Empire, like Hungarians and
Bohemians. Croatia was until the Austro-Hungarian com-

promise in 1867, the focus of Jugoslav life. After 1867
came the reverse.
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The collapse of Turkey as a great power was the first

condition towards the resurrection of Serbia. The emanci-

pation of Serbia from Turkish rule lasted all the nineteenth

century, and was really accomplished by the victories of

the first Balkan War. The dynasty of the Obrenovici had

no national ideal : they were mercenaries of Austria. All

was changed by the rise of a new dynasty, the Karad-

jordjevici. King Peter, elected 1903 ruler of Serbia, and

travelling from Geneva to Belgrade, was at the station of

Vienna hailed by Slovene, Croatian, and Serbian students as

King of all the Jugoslavs. In a few years Serbia made
marvellous progress. Demoralisation and misrule dis-

appeared, with vigour and enthusiasm was preached the new
nationalism unity of all Jugoslavs.

Although the conception of the unity of the nation,
that is, of all Croatians, Slovenes, and Serbians, was

always alive in .Serbian public opinion in the days of the

Obrenovici, the regards of the Serbians have been more
attracted by the Jugoslav country which was the nearest

Bosnia-Herzegovina. But under the rule of the new dynasty
Serbia was aware that it was her duty to be the Piedmont
of all Jugoslavs and to unite twelve million Jugoslavs,
delivering eight million from Austro-Hungarian yoke. The
incapacity of Austria and Hungary to grant to their Jugo-
slavs political liberty and self-government, the tendency of

Germany to Germanise the Jugoslav world, economically
exploit Jugoslavs and the Balkans to German world power,
incited Serbia to realise the great programme of redemption
and unification ol the race. The great, war was only an

opportunity for Serbia to prove to Europe, and in the first

place to England, that the realisation of her national pro-
gramme is an absolute necessity for Europe, otherwise

Germany would take the gate of the East, and possessing
the Balkans, find in the East her world power.

I must call your attention to the extremely important
Slovene territory which divided Germans from the Adriatic.
The Slovenes, a most Western branch of the Southern
Slavs, have fought a life and death struggle with Germany,
from the mediaeval days of Charles the Great to the out-
break of the Great War. They lost in that struggle half
of their territory, which extended in the middle ages to
the Danube and to the West to the Tyrol and Salsburg.
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Without help from any quarter, they preserved their

country from Germanisation, and thus deserve the gratitude
of the Allies.

The Great War brought all Jugoslav countries to a

state of fermentation. The Hapsburg Empire went to war
with its own subjects. By imprisonments, shooting, the

gallows, and expropriation, the Hapsburgs tried to educate

the Jugoslavs to loyalism. There was in the Jugoslav
lands no rising when the war broke out, no rebellion,

but the rulers in Vienna and Budapest (or, rather, the

rulers in Berlin) treated eight million Jugoslavs as rebels.

If you are treating people not yet rebellious as rebels, they
will become rebels, of course. That happened naturally.

The world war created an urgent necessity the com-

plete solution of the Jugoslav problem. The Serbian

Parliament declared in November, 1914, that the task of

Serbia is to liberate all Serbians, Croats and Slovenes,
and unite them into one single State. True to that historical

statement, the greatest Jugoslav statesman, Nikola Pasio,

repeated in April, 1916, the same political idea:
"

It will

be my duty to explain quite frankly to the British Govern-
ment what our aspirations and interests are, and to show
how directly they are in agreement with the interests of

the Great Entente, to what extent the creation of a United

Southern Slav State is indispensable to the triumph and
welfare of the Allies." The Serbian Premier sees a new
State emerge from the destruction of the world war. "

It

is natural that the future Serbia, rather the United Southern
Slav (Jugoslav) people, will necessarily be a somewhat
different state from what Serbia has been in the past. The
new Serbia will necessarily become more Western, more

European than the purely Balkan Serbia of old could

possibly be." In an extremely solemn form, the Prince

Regent Alexandre of Serbia expressed to the deputation
of English public opinion (April 5th) the political ideal of

the Jugoslav nation:
" This ideal is the union in one single

country of all the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes, who are

one people, with the same traditions, the same language,
the same tendencies, but whom an evil fate has divided."

If you look at a Jugoslav racial map, you see Trieste

in the midst of Jugoslav territory. The coast from Trieste

to Monfalcone, to the Italian trenches of to-day, is Jugoslav
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territory. Trieste was never a pure Italian town, but as a

seaport with a non-Italian hinterland, that big port the

biggest after Marseilles and Genoa in South Europe had
rather an international character. The native population
is Italian and Jugoslav. Like Salonica, Trieste is also

enclosed by a country inhabited exclusively by Jugoslavs ;

but there is a great difference between Trieste and Salonica.

In Salonica the Jugoslav element is without organisation
and of small number; in Trieste the Jugoslavs are better

organised, indeed, than in any other Jugoslav town. The
Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs, Sonnino, wrote in 1881

about Trieste:
" To claim Trieste as an Italian right would

be an exaggeration of the principle of nationality." I

emphasise nothing else than the fact that the overwhelming
majority of the provinces, Gorica, Gradisca, Istria, and

Trieste, claimed by Italy, is Jugoslav, and that in no other

Jugoslav country is Jugoslav nationalism more developed
than just here. I will not speak of Dalmatia, where only
Zara is inhabited by 16,000 Italians. I will not draw con-

clusions from this fact, but I want to say : We wish to be
in best relations with Italy, but Italy must cease to try to

disunite Jugoslavs, to hinder their national unity. I think

that no people of a foreign nationality can be given to

another state unless they consent to it. I must emphasise
that the coast land enclosing Gorica, Istria, and Trieste

was in the past one economical, administrative, and histori-

cal unity with Slovene Carniola. If the Adriatic question is

resolved in favour of Italian imperialism, we cannot be

responsible for bloodshed in the future, for dangerous
quarrels which Germany would exploit in her favour. To
the statesmen who will be the makers of the new settlement
of Europe the problem of Trieste will cause the greatest
difficulties.

What is the true reason why we must claim the
unification of all Serbians, Croats, and Slovenes in one

State, in Jugoslavia? Every man who would separate us
in a Croat Catholic and a Serbian Orthodox State is our
worst enemy. Why? The political history gives our ex-

planation, which shows the rivalry between Croatia and
Serbia in the past, during the nineteenth century especially.
Croatia claims Bosnia-Herzegovina from the historical point
of view, Serbia from the orthodox. In Slavonia, Southern

Hungary, and Dalmatia, Croats and Serbians are
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curiously intermingled. It is quite a sociological problem
to distinguish who is Croat, who is Serbian. They speak
and write the same language, they are of the same race ;

there is perhaps a difference of temperament caused more

by the standard of education and Western or Eastern

influence than by racial reasons. They have the same
national songs, so exceedingly admired by Goethe, the

same literature and art. What divides them? Simply that

Croats are writing with Latin Letters, Serbians with

Cirilican.

But now we have to tackle a more serous matter; that

is, religion. While not at all underrating the value of

religion for State life, it seems to me that, in procuring to

all free evolution, the State embracing several religions is

a higher feature than the commonwealth where only one

religion dominates. In a poly-religious State there are, of

course, difficulties with which practical statesmanship has
to deal, but the competition of religions is the cause of

reciprocal religious improvement. There is in our language
a proverb which characterises the tolerant spirit of our

people:
"
Brat mi bio koje vere bio

" " He is my brother

to whichever religion he belongs." In a future Jugoslavia
there will not only be Catholics and Orthodox, but also

Moslems. The equality of religions must be one of the

corner stones of the new State.

Is religion really the matter which divides Croats and
Serbs? The answer must be in the negative. There are

Catholic Serbians and Orthodox Croatians. In London
there is a shipbuilder who is Catholic, but he calls

himself a Serbian. There are in Bosnia-Herzegovina
700,000 Moslems. Are they Serbians or_ Croatians? Of
these 700,000, only 2,000 speak Turkish and 400 Arabic
for religious purposes. To-day, the name Croatian or
Serbian expresses rather from which part of the Jugoslav
territory the man comes. It is far more a political and

geographical expression than a national name.

The question is now how to settle the religious differ-

ences. Russians and Serbians have not the same concep-
tion as to the r61e which the Church plays in the State.
In Serbia patriotism and nationalism are perhaps stronger
than religion. The Orthodox religion was in Serbia the
State religion. I would advocate the disestablishment of
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the Church, and that not in the turbulent French fashion,
but in the candid and dignified English manner.

Jugoslav nationalism, in establishing religious equality,
will endeavour to reconcile religious differences. The

danger is not from within, but from without. United in

one State, religious quarrels will cease, but disunited in

two confessional States, religion will prove to be an element

of national disintegration. That is the reason why we look

with keenest distrust on the suggestion of the Great Powers
to unite only Serbia with Bosnia-Herzegovina, not con-

sidering the other Jugoslav countries, except as a part of

the whole. We do not fear internal dissensions, but the

interference of the foreigner, who would exploit the various

religions for his own profit. That has already made
Austria stir up in Bosnia-Herzegovina religious hatred,
with the purpose of being master of the country. If

there is anything which divides us, it is the ghost of the

past, and in a united commonwealth the only danger will

be the interference of the foreigner, wishing to exploit

religious distinctions.

What will be the character of the Jugoslav State of

Jugoslavia? It will be a thoroughly democratic State,
without class or caste, ruled by a national dynasty. The
backbone of the State will be the little landowner,
the peasant. English and Americans are full of praise of

our peasantry, which they declare is splendid stuff for a

strong commonwealth no other State has its equal. Owing
to the fact that in this State the greatest economic equality
will dominate, struggles between the classes will not trouble
the beginning of the State community. Social solidarity
must be far easier to realise than in an old State with well-

determined social distinctions.

After the devastation of the Great War, which has
affected more or less all Jugoslav countries, the economic
and financial reconstruction will be one of the first problems
to envisage. We must be aware that policy is to-day
made, not only by diplomatists, but by economical and
financial means. Germany understood very well that

politics are at the bottom economics. On economic lines

was fought the national struggle in Bohemia and in the

Slovene lands. Germany prepared economically Bosnia,
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Serbia, and the Balkans for political submission. If the

Allies have not, after the war, an economic scheme so as

to counteract German economic influence in Jugoslav lands,

if they do not support economic evolution, and if they

permit an open door for German capital, not offering their

own capital, the settlement will be in danger. Economics

are the most powerful weapons in the political struggle.

Never forget, also, that German economic methods will be

after the victory of the Allies, no less efficacious than before.

I must also say a word about administrative organisa-
tion of a united Jugoslav State. Here will be one of the

most serious difficulties. By reason of the danger of

foreign interference and to settle religious dissension, a

union is for us preferable to a federation. But a union

presumes a staff of well-trained officials. The curse of

Bosnia-Herzegovina was, under Austrian rule, a foreign

bureaucracy. Great Britain is sending to the colonies her

best officials, with an exact knowledge of the native

languages The reverse was the case with Austria-Hungary.
Bosnia-Herzegovina was considered by the Government
as a penal settlement for the most corrupt German and

Hungarian officials. A far better administration was in

Croatia and in the Slovene lands in the West, where a

system of a certain self-government was existing. If the

political institutions are to be those of a Union, doubtless
the introduction of local government in the various countries
is necessary, combined with a certain devolution of the
central government.

What will be the leading idea of the new State of

Jugoslavia? The supreme, paramount task will be to

reconcile West and East, and to endeavour to guide the
new Commonwealth to the ideals of Western civilisation.

Jugoslavia will be the bridge to the East, and on her
soil will be projected the railway junction which will be
for English intercourse the continental road to India. Jugo-
slavia has to be the example of a democratic State with

religious equality and economic and social justice. Jugo-
slavia's paramount task is to be a powerful barrier against
Germany's push to the East.

The problems of self-government, nationalisation of
land, and the question how to organise a new country will
find in Anglo-Saxon political experience a useful teacher.
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The conflict between West and East which disturbed so

dangerously Russian society and State will far less endanger
the future of a Commonwealth full of youth and without
traditions. But there will be contrasts of that kind.

England is the most candid and truest representative of

occidentalism, and there is no doubt that in the new Jugo-
slav State the political evolution will develop in the spirit
of occidentalism.
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